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	Discover the methodologies and best practices for getting started with Google Cloud Platform relational services – CloudSQL and CloudSpanner.
	
		

		
			The book begins with the basics of working with the Google Cloud Platform along with an introduction to the database technologies available for developers from Google Cloud.  You'll then take an in-depth hands on journey into Google CloudSQL and CloudSpanner, including choosing the right platform for your application needs, planning, provisioning, designing and developing your application. 
		


		
			Sample applications are given that use Python to connect to CloudSQL and CloudSpanner, along with helpful features provided by the engines. You''ll also implement practical best practices in the last chapter. Hands On Google Cloud SQL and Cloud Spanner is a great starting point to apply GCP data offerings in your technology stack and the code used allows you to try out the examples and extend them in interesting ways.
		


		
			What You'll Learn

		
			
					
						
							Get started with Big Data technologies on the Google Cloud Platform 
					
	
						
							Review CloudSQL and Cloud Spanner  from basics to administration
					
	
						Apply best practices and use Google’s CloudSQL and CloudSpanner offering
	
						Work with code in Python notebooks and scripts


			

			
				Who This Book Is For

			


			
				Application architects, database architects, software developers, data engineers, cloud architects.
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Darwin's Lost World: The Hidden History of Animal LifeOxford University Press, 2009
Some 150 years ago, in 1859, Charles Darwin was greatly puzzled by a seeming absence of animal fossils in rocks older than the Cambrian period. He drew attention to a veritable Lost World that was later found to have spanned more than eighty per cent of Earth history. This book tells the story of his lost world, and of the quest to rescue its...
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CCNP Remote Access Study Guide Exam 640-505 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
With organizations diverging in ever-increasing numbers from the "big  central headquarters" organizational model and relying more on geographically  distributed work centers, wide area networking (WAN) experts now are in greater  demand than ever before. To prove that you're an expert in WAN connectivity, get your  Cisco Certified...
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Machine Learning for Multimedia Content Analysis (Multimedia Systems and Applications)Springer, 2007
Challenges in complexity and variability of multimedia data have led to revolutions in machine learning techniques. Multimedia data, such as digital images, audio streams and motion video programs, exhibit richer structures than simple, isolated data items. A number of pixels in a digital image collectively conveys certain visual content to...
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Internet of Things for Architects: Architecting IoT solutions by implementing sensors, communication infrastructure, edge computing, analytics, and securityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to design, implement and secure your IoT infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Build a complete IoT system that is the best fit for your organization
	
			Learn about different concepts, technologies, and tradeoffs in the IoT architectural stack
	
			Understand the...
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The Adobe Photoshop CS5 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Are you ready for an amazing new version of The Photoshop Book that breaks all the rules?

	

	Scott Kelby, Editor and Publisher of Photoshop User magazine—and the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today—once again takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers more of the latest, most...
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Electronic InstrumentationVSSD, 2006
Basic knowledge and guidance on the operating principles and performance of analog and digital components and circuits.    

       About the Author
   
At Delft University of Technology Paul Regtien managed several research projects on robotic sensors and instrumentation. Educational activities were courses on...
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